Early surgery for ruptured cerebral aneurysm.
Preliminary experience with 150 consecutive cases of ruptured cerebral aneurysms operated on within 48 hours is reported. The rationale of this emergency procedure is to prevent early rerupture and also to prevent neurological ischaemic consequences of the subarachnoid haemorrhage likely to develop in the first week after a rupture. The acceptable outcome of the surgically treated cases (87% excellent and good outcome) has been favourably matched to those of a group of equal number of consecutive cases seen in suitable condition for surgery within 48 hours by medical personnel but that remained unoperated for various reasons. The incidence of delayed neurological ischaemia as the definite cause of death is lower in the group operated on in the acute stage than those with delayed surgery, although the overall incidence of clinical vasospasm does not seem significantly lower than in the delayed surgery group.